D.O.No.F.9-7/2018(CPP-II)                                          June 7, 2019

Respected Madam/Sir,

Kindly refer to UGC letter of even number dated 15th July, 2015 vide which UGC had emphasized on using ceremonial robes made out of handloom fabrics which would not only give a sense of pride of being Indian but also be more comfortable in the hot and humid weather. Greater usage of handloom garments for apparel would promote the handloom industry in the country.

All the universities were accordingly requested to consider using handloom fabric for ceremonial dresses prescribed for special occasions like convocation etc.

This is to request you to kindly submit the action taken and inform the UGC about the adoption of handloom fabric for the special occasions like convocations in your university.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Rajnish Jain)

The Vice-Chancellor of all the Universities